“If you want to teach people a new way of
thinking, don't bother trying to teach
them. Instead, give them a tool, the use of
which will lead to new ways of thinking.”
― Richard Buckminster Fuller

Learn to teach with the experts!
www.celtaromania.ro
IHBucharestTeacherTrainingCentre

IH Bucharest Teacher Training center
Ever since 1953, International House has been at the forefront of innovation and forward thinking in
language teaching: we launched in 1962 the first teacher training course which was to inspire the CELTA,
and we were the first global network to set up an Online Teacher Training Institute which covers subjects
ranging from business English teaching to pre-DELTA advanced methodology.

Coffee @IH Bucharest
We are committed, at IH Bucharest, to delivering to English teachers
nationwide the full flavour of our network's expertise, resourcefulness
and creativity. Hence, the Coffee@IH series. Cybercoffee, to be more
precise, in times of pandemic. So join our digital get-togethers
Ÿ to share best practices in online language teaching
Ÿ to brainstorm brilliant e-teaching ideas
Ÿ to keep abreast of the latest tools, techniques and methodologies

Keeping up with the times

April 8th
11:00 - 12:00

Keeping up with kids these days is no easy feat: hot memes, abstruse emojis, TikTok tricks… And the need to
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Ÿ Delta-qualified teacher
de ca particope la sesiunile noastre
Ÿ teacher trainer and CELTA tutor
si apoi trecem la descrierile workshopurilor
Ÿ currently Head of Teacher Training at IH Bucharest
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Besides teaching learners of various ages and levels, she also mentors and
text
supports
junior teachers, and delivers regular in-house training, both face-to-face
and
text online.
She is passionate about learning new things, and her interests include non-formal
education, playing board games and improving her German.

Enrol here - celta@ih.ro

Vocab - Fun

April 15th
11:00 - 12:00

Why is vocabulary important? How do my students learn vocabulary? How do I teach vocabulary? What
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She
text has been teaching learners of all ages & levels for 12 years now, she's run
training on Error Correction, Student Assessment, Learning Styles & Vocabulary,
text
and she also holds the IH Certificate in Teaching Languages & the IH Teacher Training Certificate.
She is passionate about meeting new people & learning new things, socialising with friends & learning
Turkish, which proves to be a great challenge.

Enrol here - celta@ih.ro

Tech Tools for Teaching Live Online

April 22nd
12:00 - 13:00
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in Colombia,
Italy,
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Canada,
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He speaks Italian and Spanish at C2 level, French and Portuguese at B1 level and
is currently the Director at Lacunza IH Beasain where he is also a teacher trainer
text
and teacher. During his career he has trained teachers in many countries,
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Technologies for Language Teaching (Double Distinction) and a Post Graduate Dip in Academic
Management (Distinction).text
He is Lead tutor on the the TheConsultants-e.com CertICT, CertIBET, Teaching
text courses, and also tutors on the IH Online Certificate in Teaching Young
Live Online and E-moderation
Learners and Teens and is text
currently completing a series of MOOCS on FutureLearn!
Tech Tools for Teaching Live Online* - a short session to look at basic online tools which can help our online
lessons in and outside the classroom without overwhelming us or the students.
*it is a re-run of the session given for British Council TeachEnglish

Enrol here - celta@ih.ro

Virtual classroom techniques:
visuals, TBL and the flipped classroom

April 29th
11:00 - 12:00

The aim of this session is to explore the tools that can make teaching online as fun and engaging as teaching
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group social dynamics on CELTA, Delta and CLIL courses.
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She now lives in Bucharest and regularly travels (online and offline) for bespoke training courses and
conferences in Europe andtext
Central Asia.

Enrol here - celta@ih.ro

„Never stop learning
because
life never stops teaching.”

facebook.com/IHBucharestTeacherTrainingCentre
@IhBucharest
linkedin.com/company/international-house-bucharest
instagram.com/ihbucharestcelta
youtube.com/user/ihbucharest

Teach alongside EXPERTS
with an IH School!

Head office in Bucharest:
93 - 95 Lanariei Str,
4 Bucharest, Romania
Email: celta@ih.ro
Telephone: 0728 808 612
www.celtaromania.ro

